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About This Game

The eccentric Margaret is once again shocking all of her friends! She got approved for huge loans and started out to complete
the most exciting of

quests along with her shocked team. Fifty levels and a variety of quests aimed to restore the dilapidated railway and decrepit
infrastructure await

us. And that is not all! Margaret undertook a billion-dollar commitment to build a sorting center and improve the turnover in this
fascinating clicker

mini-game!

50 varied levels

Bonus: city-building

Clicker Mini Game

Varied objectives

Relaxed mode: play without a timer
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The game is dead now, don't buy it]

It may be a fun game, but I don't recommend buying it. According to the achievements, around 40% of the people who own the
game can't run it or haven't even played a single round. Plus, the game's popularity dropped to nothing just two weeks after its
release. I have 41 out of over 100 friends who own the game, and none have played the game in the last two weeks. Also, only
one has played more than 50 hours.

I've yet to play more than two rounds of MNC myself, due to incompatibilities with my computer...I'd like to play, and if I
could, I would play it occasionally, but that won't be happening anytime soon. :(. Pro:
Cards
Story
Low system spec
Graphics

Con:
Price
Acting
Very on-rails gameplay

Push:
The houmor is hit and miss

Overall:
5/10 -2 price +1 story = 4/10
Get the game but ONLY when it's 66% or more off.
This game is dated but $11 is just excessive, $3-4 maybe.

Thumbs up, but only when it's on sale.. Its like megaman but less good. probably worht the 3 dollars or whatever 10/10. I have
more hours in this game than any other person who left a review, so I will say this much. This game doesn't have a whole lot of
content on face value. But under the surface there is a lot to do if you enjoy it. There are 7 classes you can experiment with and
find all the overpowered talents and combos with, and plenty of achievements to get, some of which are VERY hard. Which is
one of the reasons why I like the game. It can be hard if you want it, but it isn't forced. I read a few of the negative reviews, and
they said that there isn't enough content, but if you're saying that then you haven't been playing long enough to understand the
game. It's sort of like undertale in the way that it's short but very replayable. I have 40 hours on it and I'm still having fun trying
to get all the achievements. I think it's worth 15$ for fullscreen and perks unlocked by achievements, but if you don't have the
money you can go play it on kongregate.com. Learn the history people!. A very, very sub-par clicker. Pretty good game play if a
bit monotonous. Only pick it up when its on sale. Come on :D

This game was one of the first games to arrive on the steam platform. It was fun for 3 hrs.
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- Expanding your land can sometimes mess up the terrain, resulting in your assistans becoming unable to access parts of the
farm.

- The achievements for spending coin seems to be glitchy, haven't been able to obtain them.

+ It's a great game for killing time.

+ Real cute graphics.

The game has been out for less than 1 month. Hoping the glitchy stuff will be fixed in time, especially the achievements.. 0/10
Awkwardly Lame.
Silly Audio book ahead, you've been warned.. Solid Tower Defense game! Reminds me of the TDs i used to play when i was a
kid. Graphics are cartoony but nice. Difficulty is quite challenging. I will continue playing to discover more. Doesnt even run.
Same feature set as free version available from fans. Wasted $5 for a game I really liked when it came out a long time ago.. The
Dark Souls of unity asset flips. This game is♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and i'm gladly getting a refund. I'll have my 59 cents back, thank you
very much.

Edit: The volume was extraordinarily loud, there isn't even a volume setting. The settings are overall poor. That annoyed me to
the point, where I didn't feel like the developer of this game deserves my money already.
Adding to that I expected a game, that needs me to apply calculus (don't know where I got that idea). Instead I got cryptic riddly
language puzzles, I didn't find myself wanting to spend time on..
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